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WIllCH WHEN WHERE WHAT

August

Note 8.

PRO D.O.S. Note 17.

Note 1.

Comparison of Music programs,
Chuck Boody. Note 9.

Newsroom demo, Note 12.

All members welcome. Please call
Dave Laden for location -- 488-6774.

Mac Draw, Click Art Effects, DOM demo
Bring your Mac Masterpieces. Note 16.

Open topic. Note 7.

Seminar Format: Magic Office System
Demo & Apple ][ DOM show. Note 2.

See announcements, note 10.
New members intro, Note 4.

St. John Neumann Church
4030 Pilot Knob Rd, Eagan

Mn Federal S&L
Hopkins

O~ Grove Jr. High
Bloomington

After Regular Mini'app'les mtg.
After Regular Mini'app'les mtg.

Highland Park Library
1974 Ford Parkway, St. Paul

Southdale Area Library
7001 York Ave. So., Edina

Rockford Road Library
6401 42nd Av N, Crystal

Glen Lake Community Ctr.
14300 Excelsior Blvd.

Tue. Aug. 13
7 pm.

Wed. Aug. 14
7:30 pm.

WEDNESDAY
Aug. 21,7:30

Wed. Aug. 21
Wed. Aug. 21

Thur. Aug. 22
7:00 pm.

Mon. Aug. 26
6:30/7 pm.

Tue. Aug. 27
7:00 pm.

Wed. Aug. 28
7:30 pm.

Business SIG.
Investment SIG.,

Applesoft BASIG.

Dakota County Branch

Northwest Branch

Main MacSIG.

Minnetonka Branch

Wed. Aug. 7 To be determined
7:30 pm.

MacSIG: Non Tech Users Mon. Aug. 12 Southdale Area Library
6:30/7 pm. 7001 York Ave. So., Edina

Pascal & Apple III

REGULAR
MINI'APP'LES

Board Meeting

September
Board Meeting Wed. Sept. 4 To be determined

MacSIG Non Tech Users Mon. Sept. 9 To be determined

Dakota County Branch Tue. Sept. 10 St. John Neumann Church

Main MacSIG Mon. Sept. 23 To be determined

Minnetonka Branch & Wed. Sept. 25 Glen Lake Community Ctr.

Mac-Fest computer show Sept. 26-28 Hyatt Regency Hotel

Twin City Computer Show Oct 31 - Nov 3 St Paul Civic Center

REGULAR
MINI' APP'LES

Business

WEDNESDAY St. Paul U 0' M
Sept. 18, 7:30 Student Center theater

See announcements

All members welcome.

Note 16.

MODEM Demos Note 7.

First Class Peripherals; the Sider hard drive
(Sider versions for Mac & Apple) Note 2.

Mini Application. Note 10.

Note 9.

Blankenship Basic. Note 8.

Note Steve George, Tom Edwards.

You know - like last year!

Notes: (See page 4 for telephone numbers)

1. John Schoeppner
2. Dave Laden
3. Fred Woodward
4. Eric Holterman

S. Mark Abbott
7. Dob Pfaff
8. Dick Peterson

9. Mike Carlson
10. Dick Marchiafava
11. Dill DeCoursey

12. Jere Kauffman
13. Stewut Haijtht
14. Steve Geor~e

1S. John GammeU
16. Steve Dibus
17. Tom Alexander

Branch and SIG Coordinators - Please Call Steve Bibus (374-1612) in order to have your meeting correctly listed!
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Two for $295.00
with Controller .. 325.00

00
lie

$17

DISK DRIVE
GI Fully compatible with Apple II,
II +, lie & IIc 4& Low Profile 4&

High Performance GI Fast Head
Seeking GI Stable Circuit using
SITL GI Ic GI 40 Tracks Available

SPECIAl..
II +, lie

$15000

PRODUCTS?

Special
Purchase

AMDEK
COI..OR

300

$199
Reg. $349

While Supply
Lasts

AMDEK
300A
(amber)

$1
Reg. $155

Limited Supply

•
SOFTWARE

APPLIED
ENGINEERING

MEMORY
64K RAM Kits (9) 0000. 000... 010
256K RAM Kits (9) 0 0. 0045

AMDEK
300 12" green .. 0. 00.. 0 .0$145
300A 12" amber 0.. 0 0120
V310A 12" amber (for IBM) 175
ZENITH
lVM-122 12" amber 0.. 0. 00.. 115
lVM-123 12" green .. 0. 000.. 115

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
MAX-12 amber (for IBM) 000.0 189
HX-12 (RGB) .. 000.. 0. 0. 0... 489

PANASONIC
CT-1300D 13" RGB
& composite w/speaker . 00. 00265
TV Tuner for above 0. 0... 0. 0. 75

COMPUTER
BUYING
SERVICE

8120 Penn Ave. So. Suite 111
Bloomington, MN 55431
(612) 884-5009
Member: Minneapolis Chamber
of Commerce

IBM'

$449.00
310.00
289.00
349.00
399.00
379.00
95.00
95.00
95.00

109.00
119.00

55.00
45.00
45.00
55.00

Apple'

Symphony ••.....••.
lotus 1,2,3 .•........
Wordstar 2000 .....••
Wordstar 2000 + .....
dBase III ....••.....•
Framework ....••....
PFS-File 85.00
PFSWrite 0.. 85.00
PFS-Report . 00.. 085.00
Cross Talk XVI . 0... 000
Dollars & Sense 0.. 69.95
Turbo Pascal

0! 3.0) 00000. 0055.00
Turbo Toolbox 0.. 045.00
Sidekick ... 000 00 ....
Superkey 0.. 0... 0.0.0

Ramworks w/64K 0. 00.. 00000139
Extended 80 col. w/320K 0.. 179
lie only w/512K 0000.. 0.209
RGB option 0 0. 0.. 99

Memory Master lie w/64K .. 0. 099
lie only w/128K ... 0.... 0. 0109

Viewmaster 80
80 col., II, 11+ .. 0. 0o' .. 0.. 109

l-80 Plus (II, II +, lie)
w/software. 00. 0.. 0000. 0.. 109

l-80 C (lie only) w/software . 0. 139
Timemaster II HoG.

Clockcard (II, II +, lie) 0... 0. 099

ACCESSORIES

PRINTERS
OKIDATA
ML182 .. .. .. . $259
ML83 559
ML84 689
Ml192 ...•.....•........ 369
Ml193 519

PANASONIC
KX-P1091 (120 CPS) . .. . 289
KX-P1092 (180 CPS) 399
KX-P1093 (160 CPS

wide carriag,e) 559

SILVER REED
EXP 400 299
EXP 500 349
EXP 550 449
EXP 770 825

GEMINI
New SG 10 259
SG 15 405

EPSON Full Selection

Quadram eRAM 80 card
80 columns w/64K (lie) $115
Numeric Keypad for Apple lie .. 75
Grappler + 89
Parallel Cable for IBM 30
25x25 RS-232 25

MODEMS
HAYES
Smartmodem 300 $209
Smartmodem 1200 389
Smartmodem 1200Bd 359
NOVATION
103/212 Smart 300/1200Bd ... 379
Applecat II 300 baud for Apple 225
212 Applecat 300/1200Bd

for Apple 390
MULTITECH
Multimodem lie 199
Multimodem PC 359
Multimodem AH-2 359
ZOOM
Networker-Netmaster combo .. 135
US ROBOTICS
Courier (2400 Bd) 459

DISK DRIVES
Teac DSIDD (IBM Comp.) 139
Drive Control Card 45
10 MB Hard Drive System 699
20 MB " 899

DISKETTES
10 - 51/.1" Floppy Diskettes
(packed with a storage box)

SS/DD DS/DD

Sentinel $21.00 $24.00
Certron 17.00 19.00
3M 22.00 26.00
Maxell 5W' HD for AT 55.00

CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICING ON
10 OR MORE BOXES
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ini'a p't s
The Minnesota Apple Computer Users' Group Inc.,

P.O. Box 796, Hopkins, MN 55343

Richard .Peterson

Steve George....... 935-5775

Steve Nimchuk.....881-8656
R.islfThompson

Newsletter Publication Staff
Director & Daniel B.Buchler .. 890-5051

Editor 13516 Grand Avenue S.
Burnsville, MN 55337

Assistant Jo Hornung 922-7665
Editors ..

Announcements Kent Edwards 452-4956
Calendar Steve Bibus 374-.1612
Contributing Arsen Damay 93.3-0399

Editors Tom Edwards 927-6790

Comp.lLayout Joan K.istner
Mailing HughI{l.u:tzman ..
Advertising Eric Holterman 822-8528

This is the Newsletter of Mini'app'les, the Minnesota Apple Computer
Users' Group, Inc., a Minnesota non-profit club. Articles may be
reproduced in other User Groups' publications except where copyrighted by
author.
Questions

Please direct questions to appropriate board member or officer. Technical
questions should be directed to the Technical Director.
Membership

Applications for membership should be directed to the Membership
Co-ordinator: Ann Bell 544-4505

8325 39th Avenue N.
New Hope,
Minnesota, 55427

$12 buys membership for one year. New members and persons renewing
after letting membership expire, pay a $5 administration fee. Members
D~MSa ~~dri~SDtos this newsletter and all club benefits.

DOMs (Disk of the Month) are available at meetings for $5/disk
($8/MacDOM) or any DOM may be ordered by mail for $6.00/disk ($9.00/
MacDOM). MSDs are $15/disk at meetings or $17.50/disk by mail. Send
orders to Mini'app'les at PO Box 796 (see above), attention nOM Sales.

~r:~~',,",·Y.hOV' DO~';~9PI'd ~h.; wn modi•• Se, eI",ili,d Ad,

Mini'app'les does not endorse any specific dealers but promotes dis
tribution'of information which may help club members to identify the best
buys and service. Consequently, the club does participate in bulk purchases

~:~~iett~;ar~~~trib~t~~~bliCations on behalf of its members.

Please send contributions on Mac 3 112" disks or via tele
communications directly to the Newsletter Editor. Contributions on 5 114"
~~~~:~~:~,~ be sent to the club PO Box, and marked: "Newsletter

Deadline for publication is the 1st Wednesday of the month preceding
the month in which the item might be included. An article will be printed
when space permits if, in the opinion of the Newsletter Editor, it
constitutes suitable material for publication.
Meeting Dates

Please telephone calendar announcements to Steve Bibus - 374-1612.
Advertising

Direct Advertising inquiries to our co-ordinator Eric Holterman at:
PO Box 8266
Minneapolis, MN 55408 612-822-8528

E-Mail: CompuServe, 71445,400

935-5775

544-7303
475-3916
724-9174

455-8613
925-3625
487-2850

890-5051
935-5775
544-7303
474-3876
572-9305
338-8399

431-7278

488-6774

507/263-3715

Hugh Kurtzman
Peter Gilles
Dave Nordvall
Richard Peterson
Terry Schoeppner
Mark Richards
Curtis Juliber

Software Director's Staff
Apple II Software Editor Steve George

Assistants:
DOMs
CP/M
Eamon
lAC
DOM Sales - Meetings
MacDOM Editor/Prod
Assistant MacDOM Ed.

Vice-President

Coordinators
Adviser - Spreadsheets Mike Carlson 866-3441
Beginners' Consultant ][+ S.K.Johnson 869-3447
Membership Form Distr. Jim Ruprecht 827-3204
Shows and conventions Steve George 935-5775
Membership Co'tor Ann Bell 544-4505
Spcl Int. - Apple 1// D~ve.Rasmussen 938-7348
Spcl Int. - AppleSoft Basic Tom Alexander 698~8633

,Spcl Int. - Business Dick Marchiafava 572-9305
Spcl Int.- Education Dave.Laden (Acting) 488-6774
Spc1 Int.- FORTH Mark: Abbott 854-8304
Spcl Int. - Investment Eric Holterman 822-8528
Spcl Int. - Macintosh Mike Carlson 866-3441
Spcl Int.- Pascal John Schoeppner 455-8613
Tech. Adviser (hdw) Roger Flint 771-2868

Branch Coordinators
Dakota County Bob Pfaff 452-2541
Minnetonka Dick Peterson 473-5846
New Hope Jere Kauffman '535-6745
St. Cloud John Gammell (N 5th, SaWk Rapida)

St. Paul/Mahtomedi Fred Woodward 426-4060
Liaison (t) - CP/M Peter Gilles 475-3916
Liaison (t) - Geneology Bill Decoursey 574-9062
Liaison (t) - Medical Stewart Haight 644-1838
t To provide contact with non-Mini'app'les SIas

Board Members
President David E. Laden

1215 W. Laurie Rd,
Roseville, MN 55113
Chase Allen
15718 Hayes Trail,
Apple Valley, MN 55124
Tom Edwards 927-6790
4521 Xerxes Ave. S.,
Minneapolis, MN 55410
Tom Alexander 698-8633
1926 Summit Ave,
St Paul, MN 55105
Ken Slingsby
Route II, Box 182,
Welch, MN 55089

Communication Dir Dan Buchler
Software Director Steve George
Technical Dir. Hugh Kurtzman
SIG Director 1 Keith .Madonna
SIGDirector 2 Dick Marchiafava
Branch Director Mark Gleizer

Past President

Secretary

Treasurer

Circulation this issue: 1900
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lin This Issue

August 1985

Advertisers

by Steve George .7

City Desk Computer Warehouse.. .19
Computer Buying Service .3
Daytons (Repair Service) 11
Hagen Office Equipment. 7
House of Fontls 5
In-Time .16
Mac-Fest. 15
P.C. Supplies 7
Telesoft Marketing .17
Twin City Computer Show 2
University of Wisconsin 13
Yukon Computer Products Be

~'I I ( This issue of Mini'app'les sets a
LaserWriter new standard for newsletter pro-

duction. All text was converted
to Macintosh, formatted with Microsoft Word ,
and typeset with the Laserwriter on an
AppleTalk network.

Ask About Our
Continuous Postcards and Index Cards

CALL 332-4866
For More Information and Prompt Service

}
}
}

~ Visa and
~ MasterCard •

Accepted.

S
snap_a_part and Continuous

Forms
'" Office and Data Processing

Suppliesorm s '" Wedding Invitations

20 NO. 1ST STREET '" MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55401

OPEN MONDAY thru FRIDAY - 8:30 - 5:00

Announcements It •••••••••••• It • • ••••••••••••.~ • •••••• 6
Classified. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .18

August
DOMs

51 .. .. by Curtis Juliber 14
8 Mac SidlwHard Disk Demo? by Dan Buchler 11
8 MacSIG Dances to JAZZ by Tom Edwards 12
s MacSIG:ntu Pigs Out on Games by Tom Edwards 17
51 New-System Bugs by TotnEdwards 14

(j ~:~~e~~::lrit~~· · · · · b;·r:'B"M~tth~~~: ~.~: ~.~

WE HAVE YOUR PRINTER PAPER

-I
• 11" X 9%" - 15# or 20# Paper - Regular Perf

• 50# Offset with Micro Perf Edges

Sold in quantities of 2000 per carton

Continuous Address Labels Sold in Large and Small Quantities

A/so: MANY OTHER SIZES AND TYPES OF PRINTER PAPER (Stop in and see our selection),
. DATA PROCESSING AND OFFICE SUPPLIES.
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NORTHWEST BRANCH CALENDAR

purpose is to show how to get more o\1t of your Apple II+,
lie etc. using software which you may already have.
An extended listing of meeting prograOls will be published
in the September Newsletter.

NORTHWEST BRANCH NEWS
byJereKaujfman
THE NEWSROOM software will be deOl()J1strated on August
27th by MeOlber Stevie Johnson. We will be be back at
our usual meeting location this month.· The topic of our"
September meeting is to be determined. Please check the
calendar for future topics.
All friends in the Northwest suburbs are encouraged to joil:) .
and participate in our Branch meetings held the fourth
Tuesday .of each month at 7PM. Watch the <:;alendar
Events for specific topics and meeting location.

::::> 16

Newsroom Demo by Stevie.Johnlon
Rockford Road Library

General Meeting

Artistic "1VIC).~ses" Wanted
byTom Edwards
M ini'app'les will be participating in the Mac-Fest
computer show, September 26-28, at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel. .... The Club, With strong participation from the
MacSIG members, has a booth arranged with the show's
management. This gives us a big chance to meet several
tpo~sand. UPPer Mid-West people interested in Apple
Macintosh· computers iUl.I1. explain the benefits of
membership in Mini'app'les.

The show is open to the public 10:00 AM to 9:00 PM
Thursday and Friday, and 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM on
Saturday. Tickets are $5.00, with discount vouchers
available from local retailers. Expect to see the latest
software and hardware for the Mac. The show is sponsored
by Technology Exchange of Plymouth, MN, with co
sponsors Apple Computer, Inc. and Computer User
magazine. Similar shows. will· be held in Milwaukee and
Chicago after the Minneapolis date.

August 27
Tuesday

September 24
Tuesday

Business SIG Starts fall Schedule
first meeting "Mini-Applications"
Business SIG Gets New Committee
Members .
I am pleased to announce that Bob French and Dick Wiese
have agreed to join the SIG committee. Their help with the
planning of our programs is most welcome. They will help
to fill the gap created by some of our departing committee
persons.
We want meetings to be relevant to members needs. Join us
in planning programs which reflect your wants!
Dick Marchiafava, SIG Coordinator 572-9305

Looking Ahead with the Veep
by Tom Edwards
As I swing into the duties of this vice presidency, it's clear
that the scheduling of places and programs will be the main
task to face. Some of the places that we schedule work on
reservations several months in advance. Our
"announcements" colUmnS keep you abreast of impending
activities within the 1 to 2 month timeframe.•• If you want
to look a bit further ahead, here's a list of main meetings
through December, 1985.
til Da.te: September 18; Wednesday

Location: St. Paul U of M, Student Center Theater
J:>r()g]"~Jll:Jlirst Class Peripherals; the Sider hard
(lriv~

til D~~~://October 16, Wednesday
:Location: Oak Grove. Jr. High, Bloomington
Pr()gram: Bill Pederson and Eric Johnson of the
regiol:)al Apple Computer office answer your questions
about Apple Computer and Apple Computer products.

1Il Date: November 20, Wednesday
Location: St. Paul U of M, Student Center Theater
Program: Presentation .·.by Sorcim .• 01:) their new
product for Apple II, SuperCalc 3a, combining
spreadsheet, database and graphics within one
integrated program.

til Date: December 7, Saturday (Note day change!!!)
Location: To Be Announced in later issues
newsletter.
Program: A repeat of our very successful "Swap
Meet," just in time for you to pick up some holiday
bargains.

Business SIG Starts fall Schedule
first meeting "Mini-Business $IG
Gets New Committee Members
Applications"
The Business SIG will resume meetings in September.
Check the September newsletter calendar and
announcements for time and place.
The subject for the first meeting will be Erik Carlson's
program Mini-Applications. Demonstrations will be made
of small applications and techniques using a database,
wordprocessor, spelling checker and spreadsheet. The

•business SIG
by Dick Marchiafava

Meeting notes
During the summer months the Business SIG will not have
an active meeting schedule. A committee person from the
Business SIG will be at each main meeting in order to meet
with persons who are interested in business and to answer
questions. The date for this summer schedule is August
21st. The first date of an active meeting .schedule should be
Thursday, September 12th. Watch the announcements and
calendar for details.
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by Steve George

=> 16

fessional
l1liervlce

A DISK SUMMARY
CAT ARRANGE EDIT DOC
CAT ARRANGE/EDIT NORMAL DOS
CAT ARRANGE/EDIT NORMAL DOS.s
CAT ARRANGE/EDIT RAMCRD DOS
CAT ARRANGE/EDIT RAMCRD DOS.S
CONY RND TO SEQ (DOS 3.3)
CONV.SEQ.TO.RND (PRODOS)
DISK FREE SPACE
DISK MODIFIER
DISK MODIFIER DOC
DISK MODIFIER.S
DISK MONITOR PATCH
DISK SORT
DISK VERIFY
DISK VERIFY SUBR
DISK VERIFY SUBR.S
DOM 37 LOGO.C
FASTBILOAD
FAST B/LOAD INSTALLER
FAST B/LOAD.S
FAST ZAP
FILEDUMP CMD POKE
HIRES.UNPACK
MINI'APP'LES
MINNESOTA BLUES
MN 13LUES~AD
PRli'lT 9ATJ\r.oo W CTRL CHARS
PRINT TO DISK
PRINT TO DISK.S
REMSAVER
REMSAVER.S
ZPROG.LIST

Get it done right the first time!

We give quality service on all
Apple products and Epson printers.

Quit to basic.
Exclusive-or air bytes with FF.
Edit.
Toggfe between read/write mode.
Increment all bytes in the sector.
Decrement all bytes in the. sector.
Print the screen on the printer.
Toggle between Ascii and Hex output mode.
Search.
Drive t<>ggle.
Zero all the bytes in the sector.
Restore VTOC.
Decrement the Sector number.
Increment sector.

Decrement track.
Read the VTOC off of the disk.
Delete DOS.
Scan the disk for errors.
Change error check.
Reads/writes sector (see R cmd.)
Do a disassembled list of the sector.

ugu t
s

Q
E
Ctrl-E
R
T
G
P
A
S
D
Z
V
Left Arrow
Right Arrow
Up Arrow
«CR> 11,11+) Increment track.

Down Arrow
(/ 11,11+)

Ctrl-V
Ctrl-D
Ctrl-S
C
Ctrl-A
L

Once again this month we are lucky to present you with 3
new offerings: Mini'app'les DOM #37 (Disk
Utilities,) lAC #46 (Binary Linking Utility),
and Math Invaders (Personal Domain).

Mini'app'les DOM #37
(DOS format)

The basis of this disk comes from our own member
Matt Pharr. Matt's Disk Modifier program will let you
access any part of a standard DOS 3.3 disk. You can. alter
the disk at the byte level on any track or sector.. Full
documentation is on disk. The following is Matt's list of
COMMAND CODES:

The next major utility is FAST ZAP by Shawn
Stanley. Works similar to Matt's utility. On screen
prompts guide the way. (First letter of command name
usually works, and <ESC> will back you out of most
precarious situations.

The remaining utilities are mainly from Call -APPLE
and Apple Assembly Lines. They are ones that I found
interesting and use with some regularity, so I hope you
enjoy them too. Most programs have directions within the
body. Separate 'doc' is provided where necessary. A
DISK SUM MAR Y is a short explanation of each
program. The full CATALOG follows:

Need on-site repair?

Call us--on site and maintenance

contracts available.

n
OPPICI!EGUIPMENTI INC..
801 WEST 77% STREET
RICHFIELD, MINNEfJOTA lSlIU:!a 866-3441
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The Sider: Hard Disk
Review by John B. Matthews, M.D.

Reprinted from Apple-Dayton
Entered by Steve George

I. A what kind of disk?
A corollary of Murphy's Law, well known to

computists, suggests that data expands to fill the space
available. Apple Computer's Disk ][ makes just 140
kilobytes (KB) of data available per drive. At one time
this seemed like plenty but a proliferation of complex new
software (as well as a hoard of treasured old software)
requires ever more storage. More capacious floppy disk
drives are available but their higher densities need premium
media and you still have to handle the disks gingerly.
Even with greatest care the disks simply wear out.

The next step up is a hard disk, so called because the
magnetic medium is on a rigid platter. Current units, small
enough to fit on a desk, can hold tens of millions of bytes
of data. They are sealed to prevent contamination and the
recording head floats above the disk rather than grinding
away at the magnetic surface as floppies do. The platter
spins over ten times faster than a floppy and the seek time
(how long it takes to get from one area ofthe disk to
another) is shorter. Hard disks are bigger and faster but,
until now, too expensive for the average Apple user.

If your carton of cryptic papers has becoJJ.W a box of
worn floppies, if you're tired of doing the "floppy. shuffle",
First Class Peripherals' Sider has made the .hard disk
affordable. At $695, the Sider is less than half the price of
the next best thing.

II. What's in the box?
A hard disk is a delicate instrument and the Sider

comes in a well padded carton. A smaller box >iriside the
first contains all the other parts: Apple interface card,
connectors,cables,soft\Vl.IIe'iand~anual.

The Sider itself weighs 11 pounds and measures 7.5
inches high, 3.4 inches wide, /al1d 16. iJJ.ches IAllg. The
unit is meant to sit along side your Apple (hence the name
Sider) but the connector and cable add another 4 inches to
the Sider's length, so plan ondesk space of at least 20
inches deep. The front is blank except for the Sider logo
and a red "in use" •light; the connectors and power switch
are in the back. Which way to set the disk is a matter of
taste, but I like to have the switch where I can get at it. A
second connector on the drive's back normally holds a
terminator but a second Sider may be attached in a "daisy
chain" configuration. The current software permits a total
of two drives.

The drive runs quietly, making little more noise than
my Apple's add-on cooling fan. The Sider doesn't need its
own fan: screened ventilation slots along the drive's top
and the disk's balance wheel flying at 3600 RPM serve to
keep things cool. The unit rests on a vibration-absorbing
platform bearing six rubber feet. It's solid. The housing is
sealed with a warning about voided warranties if yOIl tamper
with it. Through the holes you can. see that the drive is a
half-height mounted on its side near the front; the con
troller (likely the Xebec 1410) is coplanar with the drive
and its analog circuitry; the power supply fills the rear.

-8-

The interface card is well constructed. Chips on the
board are soldered in place except for a socketed 2732
(4KB) erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM)
containing the system's firmware. Most of the logic on
the board employs low power, Schottky diode technology
which draws little power from the Apple and stays cool in
use. The card's 50 pin connector (standard in many hard
disks) is on the edge facing the front of the Apple so
connections are not cramped. Strangely, the card's data and
control lines are terminated in a non-standard way: instead
of the customary 220/330 ohm termination resistor
network, the interface employs fixed capacitance/inductance
on the card's end of the bus. While unusual, this
arrangement appears to not affect the Sider's operation.

Two disks (four sides) of software, some industrial
strength cables, and a 60 page typeset manual round out the
package.

III. Surgery on the Apple.
The manual provides step-by-step instructions for

installing the interface and cables in an Apple /Ie while
inset notes show changes needed for installation ina ][+.
The supplied ribbon cable is threaded through one of the
Apple's rear access slots and its terminating connector is
screwed to the rear panel. The ribbon cable is then snaked
around the inside of the Apple and attached to the interface
card. The card, called a "host adapter", is plugged into one
of the Apple's interface slots; FCP suggests slot seven.
Eight illustrations mark the way and lend a feeling of
confidence that applying power to your Apple won't fry it.

A two foot cable connects Apple and Sider; once
again, the bulky connector adds at least four inches to the
back of the Apple. A jumper on the rear of the Sider
(already in place) tells the system how Illany Sider drives
are connected. Finally, you plug in the power cord.

The result is a clean appearance that limits radio
frequency interference. The Sider can be disconnected from
the Apple without having to remove the interface card.

IV. Even a hard disk needs
formatting.

The Sider's firmware makes·. it look like a disk
controller to the Apple so that powering up with the
interface in slot seven causes the Apple to attempt to boot
from the hard disk. To make that work you have to format
the Sider and supply information about how the disk is to
be partitioned among the several operating systems you
might want to install. FCP's Auto Install program, which
boots under DOS 3.3 from floppy disk, makes partition
adjustments about as painless as possible. A hi-res
representation of the current allocation is displayed on the
screen (see fig.l) so you can adjust to your heart's content
before committing to the actual format operation.

The manual is candid: "...the Sider, in order to provide
high quality performance, uses fixed partitioning to
separate different operating systems. This means that if
your needs change in the future, those partitions can only
be redefined by reformatting." In practice this is not a
serious limitation. The real problems stem from how each
operating system is allowed touse its particular partition.
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J

The Sider: Hard Disk
(Continued)

V. DOS 3.3
When you format the Sider, DOS 3.3 is automatically

installed. It is what boots each time you cold-start your
Apple. Each DOS volume on the hard disk can be either a
small volume (140KB, the same as a standard floppy) or a
large volume (400KB). Each is referenced by a volume
number (starting with volume one) using normal DOS
syntax. Thus "RUN HELLO,S7,Dl,V2" or "CATALOG V4"
work as expected. A second Sider appears as slot seven,
drive two. A given volume can hold as many as 106 files.
A minimum of one DOS small volume must appear on the
disk.

DOS and Integer BASIC are loaded into, memory from
an inaccessible part of the disk but one of the utilities
makes a new boot track from the DOS residing in mefu0ty.
In this way you can change hard disk slots or apply your
favorite DOS patches. Using any of several "fast" •DOS
programs improves disk performance even· on the hard disk.
Such a DOS must fit in the old DOS addresses ($9DOO to
$BFFF), must not have moved the RWTS entry pointfrom
$BDOO, and must make no calls "deeper"in . DOS than
RWTS. Diversi-J)()Sor my ownFASTDOS(available on
the Apple-Dayton bulletin board) work well here. Most
protected software won't work unless .you. can. somehow
change the first three bytes of the RWTS at $BDOO.

The greeting program, named MAIN MENU· on volume
one, runs automatically at boot and gives access. to. any of
the operating systems or a host of utilities. Since
MAINMENU is written in BASIC, it can .be. modified or
replaced entirely so you can customize what .the syst~m

does at startup.
The utilities, while undocumented,. are easyto< use.

FCP supplies an improved version<of.}\pple'sFID. In
addition to the familiar functions,FCPFID handles volume
numbers and can do a whole disk copy between a small
volume and a floppy. Other utilities permit mounting
CP/M volumes, changing Pascal Unit number assignments,
Formatting a DOS data disk, and running diagnostics. The
backup/restore program is described below.

VI. CP/M
The Sider supports Microsoft's Z-80 card with CP/M

version 2.23 or PCPI's card with CP/M version 1.0, 1.5,
1.6 or 2.0. The entire CP/M partition must be at least
96KB but may be as large as 8 megabytes; this is divided
among a maximum of four volumes per drive. Each of
these volumes may be individually sized in 8KB increments
when the disk is formatted. Only four volumes can be
active at once; you must exit CP/M to alter which volumes
are on-line. Each volume can hold up to 512 files.

Installing CP/M involves booting your own CP/M
disk, executing the supplied installation program
MINSTALL, setting drive assignments, and using PIP to
transfer files from your ownCP/M disk to the hard disk.
Two drive assignments are possible: 1) CP/M volumes E
and F are the slot six floppies while volumes A through D
are on the hard disk, or 2) volumes A and B are the slot six
drives while volumes C through F are on the hard disk.

As with DOS, booting CP/M is really a warm boot of
the CP/M image saved to disk by the MINSTALL program.
Adding new devices to the system or patching CP/M
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requires that you execute MINSTALL from floppy each time
things change.

In use, disk access under CP/M is two to three times
faster than floppy. This is most noticeable when program
overlays are called from disk or when files are paged into
memory. Wordstar, for instance, benefits on both counts.
With a potentially huge number of files on each volume,
wildcard directory searches and formatted directory listings
become a necessity.

VII. ProDOS
Because ProDOS was designed with large disks in

mind, it really shines on the Sider. The ProDOS partition
may be as large as the entire remainder of the disk but,
whatever size you choose, the partition is divided exactly
in half with each half corresponding to drive one or drive
two of slot seven. Since ProDOS manages its files with a
hierarchical directory, this seems arbitrary. In practice,
ProDOS limits each volume's root directory to 54 entries; if
your application involves a large number of small files,
this even division of the ProDOS partition may be
desirable. A second Sider may contain another' equally
divided partition referenced as drive one or two of an
otherwise unused slot.

Installing ProDOS is simple: boot Apple's ProDOS
System Master disk from slot six and use the ProDOS Filer
to cop)' the. files. fr?lll. your disk to the Sider. Since
ProDOS automatically recognizes the Sider, even protected
sOftware is likely .to b~. able to use the hard disk for file
storage. Unprotected software, such as AppleWorks or
MousePaint, can' actually be installed on the Sider. The
enormously increased space and fast disk response make
these programs a real pleasure to use. I set up separate sub
directories (using the Filer) for AppleWorks, MousePaint,
and the Editor/Assembler; a simple menu program to set the
appropriate prefix' makes each system available with a
single keystroke.

I found two problems with ProDOS on the Sider; both
stem from the way the operating system is started. The
first problem occurs when you choose to boot ProDOS.
The program MAIN MENU (running under DOS) must
BLOAD the 62 sector ProDOS image from disk, set up some
zero page parameters, and execute the program. Under DOS
this is painfully slow and a fast DOS helps greatly. The
second problem is that the ProDOS thus booted is version
1.0.1. The current version from Apple is 1.1.1. Even
though your ProDOS volume may contain the newer
version, the boot process never uses it. One solution is to
arrange for your ProDOS startup program to notice the
discrepancy (a PEEK of address 49151 reveals the version
number) and execute the newer ProDOS system file.

VIII. Pascal
The Sider can accommodate Apple Pascal version 1.1

or1.2. The 128K version of 1.2, however, cannot boot
directly from the hard disk. I called FCP's toll free
customer support line and learned that they plan to repair
this problem in a future update (When? Real Soon Now in
the parlance of Dr. Poumelle).

The Pascal partition can be as large as the entire disk;
this partition is divided into four volumes which can be
individually sized in 16 block increments when the disk is
formatted. Pascal Units four and five become volumes one
and two in the Sider while the slot six floppies may be
assigned to Units 9 and 10 or Units 11 and 12. There is

~ 10
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no provision for using Units 13 through 20 which are
available under version 1.2.

Installing Pascal is cumbersome. Several files must be
transferred to a copy of your APPLEldisk and renamed
according to which version of Pascal you will install.
After booting this modified disk, you transfer its files to
the hard disk. You then boot yet another copy of the
original APPLE1 so you can change the name of your first
APPLE1 copy. Finally, you store an image of your current
Pascal system on the hard disk using a supplied utility
named XBOOT.COM. Some of the complication arises
from Pascal's intolerance of two on-line volumes bearing
the same name, but the manual is entirely ambiguous about
the need for two copies of APPLEI in the first place.

FCP's method of warm booting Pascal is an
abomination. First, Pascal learns much about its
environment while booting. The warm boot approach
short circuits this process. Adding cards or even adding
system files requires recourse to the XBOOT.COM progralll'
How much simpler it would have been to mak:e the. boot
program load SY~TEM.APPLE into the language card and
cold start the system in the usual way through .the start up
vector at $FFF8.

Second, the hard. disk driver program, originally 10a(Jed
into RAM J?y SYSTEM.ATTACH, becollles I\permall~nt

fixture in lllemory. ,Bach of th~oth~r opel"atingsyst~lll's

drivers are part of the int(:rfac(: cllrd'sfinnwar(:andPascal's
would run just as well there... Nearly 1790 bytes .(>f~eap

spac(:ar(: thll~ lost and attaching your own device Arivers
becomes a manual process. Nogreetingprogralll
(SYSTEM.STARTUP) is executed at. boot time and any
system work file left. ()ver from a previous session g()es
unrecognized. The Editor and Complier get cralllped. f()r
space.

In fairness, Pascal. runs the fastest of the lot witIJ. the
hard. disk:.ProgralllsegIllent swaI>.ping aPI>~ars

instantaneous and t~e delay imposed bycolllpiler ~",apping

is greatly diminished.. ~upport for the 128Ksystelll woulq
mitigate the. mem()fY loss.

IX. What backup?
Another corollary of MUl"phy's great theorem warns

that a computer file can become damaged if and only if it is
the only copy on hand. A hard disk compounds the
problem of keeping adequate backups largely because of its
size.. For files smaller than a single floppy, you can make
reasonable backups using justa given operating system's
file transfer utility (FlO, Filer, PIP etc.).

For large files, FCP supplies a quite useful
backup/restore program. The program only serves DOS,
Pascal, and CP/M. It permits examination of any directory
on any volume allocated to one of these operating systems.
The backup process formats, verifies, and copies' disks
prompting for each floppy needed and supplying a disk
name for future reference. The program asks for only as
many disks as it needs for the files on a particular volume
so a large but sparsely filled volume doesn't need an
armload of disks for a backup. Wildcard characters make
backup of a subset of files easy. The restore operation
prompts you for each disk by the name supplied when it
was backed up originally. This program is an excellent,
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low cost way to backup the Sider. It really needs to have
written documentation.

ProDOS is conspicuously absent in the backup/restore
menus. FCP promises to add it, once again, Real Soon
Now. In the interim, the ProDOS Filer has proven adequate
for most backup jobs.

What can damage data on the disk? The most feared
disaster is a "head·crash" in which the disk's read/write head
falls from its position a few micro-inches above the
magnetic surface and digs into the platter. At 3600 RPM
the damage can be considerable and generally irreversible.
This is why the Sider can tolerate more shock or vibration
when not operational (see table 1).

For safety, the MAIN MENU's last option is to park
the heads on some part of the disk containing no data. The
manual, unfortunately, mentions neither this feature nor the
penalty for failing to park the heads before powering down.
Forgetting this operation appears to do no damage; if it
did, every brown out would destroy the disk.. Leaving the
hea(Js resting on your data just means that the operating
shock and vibration levels still apply. Never move the
Sider while it's running and n(:vermove it otherwise, unless
the heads are parked.

X. How much faster is it?
No one doubts that a hard disk is bigger than a floppy;

the question of how much faster is problematic. The
frequently quoted transfer rate, 512I<.B/sec,is a maximum
specified in the .. small computer ..standardinterface ·(SCSI)
guidelines. .For the Sider,themaxilllunrirateislimitedby
operating system overhead. and the speed of what is
essentially a parallel interface·· betwe(:n disk and <Apple.
The fastest. operation I timed was a •read of contiguous
blocks using the Pascal Filer's .. bad block scan:· 25.5
KB/sec.

Table. two .summarizestheresu1tsoftiming several
coIl1m()n .• diskoper.atiolls.. The· pOS ·andProDOS
bellchIl1arks\Vere writteniIlBA~IC.The tillles are averages
obtainedb~causing .apanicularoperation 1<> be performed
several times in a isimple loop. BLOAD and BSAVEare
famil.irDO~andPr0I>OScolllmands;thec()rresponding
Pascal programsusedUNITREAD. and· UNITWRITE.. ·In each
case the file size was8KB. • The read and write tests came
from single iterations of simple text file programs; the
comparable Pascal test used GET and PUT.In each the file
was 100 records containing 256 byte strings or arbitrary
characters.

DOS text files show almost no .. improvement while
ProDOS, already much faster on floppy, clearly benefits
from the hard disk. The Pascal/Sider benchmarks are not
strictly comparable to the others but they show an
improvement over Pascal/Floppy by a factor of two or
three. The continuous scans for each system suggest the
maximum transfer rate possible as well as the overhead
imposed by a particular language and operating system. I
did not have the opportunity to re-create the benchmarks
for CP/M but my overall impression was one of a roughly
equivalent improvement.

XI. The bottom line
The single best thing about the Sider is its low

price/performance ratio. You would have to spend at least
twice as much for half the storage with the competition.
The speed factors are only marginally different since the
transfer rates are limited primarily by the Apple's 6502
processor.
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Table 2. Benchmarks [times in seconds]

Load 8KB Save 8KB Read 25KB Write 25KB
-------- -------- --------- ----------

DOS/Floppy 10.90 14.30 94.00 72.40
DOS/Sider 3.38 4.30 72.60 62.30
FastDOS/Sider 1.12 4.30

DOS (DiskScan 3.3) -> 10.0 KB/sec
ProDOS (Filer Scan) -> 14.6 KB/sec

Pascal (Filer scan) -> 25.5 KB/sec

Continuous Scans of Hard Disk:

Hard
a

Disk

17.90
8.68

18.10
5.13

9.10
3.51

1.25 13.60
.61 4.17

7.08
1.32

ProDOS/Floppy 2.67
proDOp/Sider .67

Pascal/Floppy 1.13
Pascal/Sider .41

Mac Sider
Demo?Table 1. Sider Specifications

The hardware performed reliably in the near daily use
for the month I had it. The Sider is warranted for one year
and out of warranty service costs a flat $150. FCP offers
to assist in recovering data from a damaged disk on a fee
for service basis..

The manual, while thin, is honest about what you can
and can't do. The installation software is the easiest, most
intuitive I have seen thus far. The software limitations
under DOS, ProDOS, and CP/M are easily remedied. Pascal,
while suffering serious problems, is nevertheless useable.
A newer version of the software may improve this
situation.

If you're looking for a hard disk, the Sider gives you
your money's worth and more. At this price there is no
other.

The Sider 10 megabyte hard disk system from First
Class Peripherals,P.O. Box 6187, Lehigh Valley, PA,
18001, 1-800-538-1307.

Formatted Capacity: 10 Megabytes
SectorslTrack: 32
Bytes/Sector: 256
Cylinders: 612
Heads: 2
Average Access: 155 Milliseconds
Average Latency: 8.33 Milliseconds
Recording Format: Modified Frequency

... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .... .. Modulation

AC Power Requirements
Source: .100-126 VoltS AC
Line Frequency: 50/60 Hertz (+/-2%)
Power Consumption: .40 Watts

Ij:nvironmental Range
Temperature - Operating: 10 to 40 deg.C.;

Non-operating: -40 to 60 deg.C.
Relative Humidity: 20 to 80%
Altitude - Operating: -300 to 10,000 ft.;

Non-operating: -300 to 30,000 ft.
Shock - Operating: 5 g.; .

Non-operating: 30 g.
Vibration - Operating: 2 g.;

Non-operating: 3 g.

FIRST CLASS PERIPHERIAL Auto Inst.ll
(C) 1'?-'84 1.)1.0

IBI8JsR.·"~Ig~lIIIIII..'If:--~ 1!.1Dl~
~I U ~:; [1.) .:. ::: k1 uI{E:~~;:: ifLin:)
I_:P/N = >1 .OOt·18
PROOOS =>3.59N8 (7184 8L~SY
PASCAL =>3.59NB (7184 BLKS)

O=OETAIL <RET)=NEXT I=INSTALL
L=LARGEST, S=SNALLEST

PASCAL
PROOOS
CP/rl
OOS-L'.}
a

Mac users note: the Sider hard disk, dsecribed
above in its Apple clothing, is now available in Mac
coverings. Don't· kno\V anything about it in such an
environment, but the price may make it a good buy. We
are. trying to get the people from First Class Peripherals to
bring the Mac version to the main meeting in August when
they plan to demo the Apple version. If you are interested,
check in advance with Dan Buchler or Tom EdwardS to
deterrnin if this indeed' will happen.

a
OULD YOU BELIEVE

51, FFORDABLE
PUlER REPAIR?

Why wait 2 to 3 days for repairs, when our 12 trained
technicians can Insure fast, professional service. We

service IBM, Epson, Apple and Panasonic computers,
and Epson and Okidata printers. We provide convenient

service at your own location· or you can bring your
computer or printer direct to us. We'll even provide
regular, scheduled service at your convenience.

Extended service contracts available at reasonable
rates. Use your Visa,® MasterCard,® American Express® or
Dayton's Flexible, Furnish-A-Home or Invoice Account. For

more Information, call 623·7123.
'Withln 7·county Metro area only.

DAyron,s
COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE.

·11·
© 1985 Daylon Hudson
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I Dances to
,
iii

Or, How to Playa Symphony
with a Syncopated Beat

by Tom Edwards

TheY'Ve waited long enough. Let 'em eat cake.

This night was to be the unveiling. A grand
metamorphosis from the Land of Vaporware into the Realm
of Regalware, as JAZZ!, the "Lotus product for the
Macintosh," was scheduled to come center stage and play
its musical magic to soothe our savage breast. A perfect
evening for a jam session under the stars.

However, we were not under the stars, this June 24th
evening at the Southdale Hennepin County Library. Sixty
plus strong hearts were beating with anticipation as .Mike
Carlson called the meeting to order at the 7:00 PM curtain
time, with more arrivals shortly after. Knowing that the
crowd was anxious to get to the star of the show for this
meeting, Mike scampered through the preliminaries
quickly. Announcements included themes for future
meetings of the two MacSIG groups, and general
information about the Mini'app'les Club.

SmIle of the "old hands" were introduced, alon~ with
changes JnvolunteerassignIIlents, brQught on. by the
impending move out-of-state by Steve Baker, our original
and much appreciated MacDOM editor. His duties are being
assumed by Mark Richards, .. with. assistance from Bill
Engle. We extend many thanks to you, Steve, for your
valuable service, and wish you well as you head for the
setting sun.

Our usual round of self-introductions by those new to
MacSIGishowed a dozen JreshJacesbeamiIl~,from.it1)r

audienc(l' T1lerew.as th(l IlQw-familillr· mix pf ys~ri().us

business and frivolous.busine.ssfrom those. starting t~eir

love affllir with Mac. .ii .....Y . <i

Like all love. affairs, there come to pass som.erocky
times,. Tonight's Q/Aperiod brought forth some concern
by at least one Mac'er that the 512K version seemed to be
rough on power supplies.•. to the point of murdering t.hem.!
During a lively discussion of reliability-in-general, it
seemed to be the concensus of the group that Mac, Fa.t or
Thin, maintains its cool pretty well. Not much different
than the Apple II series, which is respected for a good
record of serviceablity.

For those looking for positive answers in how to
treat Mac in order to keep its love into the golden years,
there must have been bushels of disappointment this
evening, as "hedging" was the name of the game.
Longevity should be best if you don't switch Mac off
unless you will not be using it for several hours., The
screen brightness should be turned down during this time,
to limit deterioration of the video.

Those complaining of "bad disks" were encouraged
to insert disks .iilltl power-up, and remove them~
power-down. Nonetheless, since "reboots" are inevitable at
times, using the "programmer's switch" to restart should be
less of a shock to the system than a full scale power
off/power-on.
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On the "soft" side of the Q/A's, Switcher is now
up to version 3.5. (Actually, 4.0 - Ed.) Some of the
database moves should be better, if you can get a copy to
work with. Dave Stovall is still romancing MacDraw to
answer his architectural drafting needs. Although he has
used ReEdit to change on-screen arrowheads, printout of
the changes still eludes him.

Enough of this sparring at shadows. The meat of
the matter this night was the mystical strains of the
program from Lotus. Mike introduced our speaker, Gerry
Van Fleet, Marketing Rep with Lotus Development
Corporation, to conduct the presentation for the group.
Gerry quickly set the credentials for JAZZ. It is now
available; is fully supported by Lotus; seems to be "bug
free", even with this first measure to hit the streets.

JAZZ consists of 5 movements: Word Processing,
Database, Spreadsheet, Communications and Graphics.
There is also a "Forms" module, that (if I got this right)
lets you design how things are oriented in the screen view
during Database entry. Your views can be of eight different
windows, too.

Gerry pulled his demo files up and went through
them with a steady hand. As you see each element
separately, you are lulled into a semi-sonambulistic .state.
There is little to set the single elements apart .from. the
appearance of quality stand-alone products that yOIl may
already be using. And, as each element is called froIIl the
disk for the first time, there is the inevitable Mac shuffle
to confirm the fact that this tune is indeed playing on the
Mac. Though it works with data files on a hard disk, the
adventurous muse on what things would be like with the
program on hard disk!

The power, .the .s\Veetness, .the. elegance of .. this
progralll. com.e not fr0lll. .the. elem.ents indivili~ally .•• ~t is the
exponential utility factQr as they .l!1l work together, feeding
their creations into the mouth of the Word Processing
segment as it collects, formats and. pr(lsents.

Copies, cuts, moves of data from element to
element, are where JAZZ struts its stuff. You know what
the clipboard is, but in J A Z Z it is a rocket-assisted
adventure, written in the key of Mac and played at wllfP 3.

Try some of these, for instance:

A "hot view" where a change in the database, or
whatever, ripples through other windows, updating each
as it passes.

• Keyboard equivalents for most menu selections.
• Spreadsheet of gargantuan proportions, with 72

available functions, including sorts and ability to
"link." (Gargantuan may be relative, since JAZZ takes
up a large part of the available memory - Ed.)

• A MacWrite-like word processor that has a 15" ruler and
the merge-letter function built in.

• Communications forms to format data to your whim,
stripping or adding characters to your specifications.

• Construct "forms" just by dragging fields into position.
Support for various types of printers.

Lotus has made this a worthy addition to the
software stage for the Mac. Some of the limits of the
current release will evoke small grumbles from the hardcore
users pressing for perfection. When pushed on the
potential of "macros," Gerry would but smile and mumble
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something about Lotus looking for the appropriate
"enhancements."

We thank Gerry and Lotus Development Corporation
for a first view of a most impressive program.

Feeling the breath of life beginning to slip from the
evening's meeting, the diehards quickly parried with a flurry
of parting shots before the final curtain. Chuck Thiesfeld
probed for interest in a beginner's class on 68000
programming. Ramsey Smith called for beta-testers for a
stock analysis program. Steve Bibus queried about other
Mac groups that may be in the local area, and another
voice was raised on the subject of desktop publishing.
Others reported that some of the long awaited books are
beginning to show up in the bookstores.

The bug swatters came out with reports 0 n
MacSpellRight (poor high-quality printout on 128K
Macs); MacWrite's most recent release (drops right-most
characters in full justify with bold and italic selected); and a
~ clinker in the "New System." Apple has made a
change in the resource numbers allocated to the Desk
Accessories. Many of the current third-party DA's use
numbers that are not supported by this release. The bottom
line is, a lot of Systems with non-Apple Desk Accessories
get Royally messed-up if you patch-in the New System.
Beware! (How about some hints on how to avoid
catastrophe from some of you developer-type folks?)

NEED TO LEARN BASIC?
TEACHING BASIC?

THEN THIS IS FOR YOU!

The BASIC Learning Programs manual
contains over 90 simple programs that
teach fundamental concepts. Each
lesson inclUdes a program listing,
sample run, explanation and exercises.
Effective for self-ins truction and
also sui table as a workbook or text
for classroom use. In use nationwide
by individuals, high schools, voca
tional schools and colleges. Versions
available for IBM PC, Apple II family
and TRS-80. A diskette is available
containing all the programs in the
manual. This may be copied for class
room use.

Prices: Manual $8, dl'skette $25 ,
including shipping.

Please send your order to:
Academic Cornpu Hng Center
University of Wisconsin-River Falls
River Falls, WI 54~22

(715)425-3583

Switcher Ahead
by Dan Buchler

I failed to take heed at the first warning and ended up
having to write this article t\Vice. While working with
Switcher 2.6 and attempting to launch the Finder as an
application, I invariably ended uP. with a bomb. So, when
I received Switcher 4.0 abouta week ago I thought, "At
last, I can return to the desktop instantaneously!".
Instantaneous trouble!

You can launch Finder from Switcher and if you
are careful, you can succesfully utilize that environment.
The warning is: Be careful! Finder is Fickle!

Firstly, each application launChed under the finder
independently keeps track of which disk is inserted.
Result: a lot of unexpected disk swapping. For example,
using Microsoft Word, I always work with a copy of the
master. Let us refer to it as the "Work Disk." When you
open Word normally (without Switcher), you reach a
point where you are asked to insert the Word Master. After
that you are asked to Insert the Work Disk. With
Switcher, assuming you set-up to return to Switcher
after launch, you see the following sequence.

• Mac ejects Work Disk.
• Message "Insert Work Disk."
• Switch to Word.
• Mac ejects Work Disk
• Message "Insert Word Master"
• Message "Insert Work Disk"

The reason is that each program thinks it has a certain disk
inserted and ejects that disk without checking to see what it
is. All of the above is basically an annoyance.

The real problem occurs if you open up Word and then
start messing around with the desk top by switching to the
Finder. I'm not sure exactly what causes problem, but the
Word gets confused very easily. I have lost about 2 hours
of work in the last two days. In fact while writing the first
version of this article on trying to Save it, I got message
"Unrecoverable Disk error ...on file:XXX." XXX was the
name of the file previously accessed by Word. On trying
to proceed, I ended up in a loop with this error condition.
On another occasion, the error message referred to a file
just renamed under the Finder, and I again lost the file I was
trying to Save. This could be a "Word" problem, but my
intuition tells me its the complex situation invoked by the
Switcher.
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PreVlewe y urtls Ju l er

T his month's MacDo.m features enough utilities and desk

accessories to keep you busy until Mark and I can put
together next month's MacDom!!

For openers, •the latest version (4.0) .of Switcher
is included to update thoseofyquwhohave MacDom #11.
Supposedly, this wilL be the 1a~t beta versio.llof this
program Qefore its actual release in early A.ugust.For t~ose

of you newcomers, Switcher is a program. for the Fat Mac
which allows you to make your own integrated programs.
See Dan Buchler's excellent writeup in the July issue of the
newsletter for more information.

Some of you outt~ere in Maclandhave not yetl'~ske4

up the new Font/Desk Accessory. M9yer, •• sq·. we are
including it on this MacDom. However, if ybu·· have· a
128K Mac, read New-System Bugs, elsewhere •. in this
newsletter. Apple has made some changes to the way
programmers must put together desk accessoges .•.. so you
may discover a case where· one of your •trusty desk
accessories won't install properly with the. new mover. Po
not fear. Many of the accessories are being reprograll1ll1ed
to accommodate the changes. Some of them are included on
this disk. You will notice such old friends as the
Calendar, Delete file, Eject and reset, and
Executive Decision Maker. New accessories include
Tim e r, which I have discovered works great with
Macterminal when you want to .Il:eep track of the time
you're spending on a bulletin board system. The desk
accessory called Time displays the time of day only, while
Clock 1 displays both the date and time. AppI.font
1.01 allows you to change the default font of applications
on the desktop. (WARNING! If you change the default
font it will stay that way until you change it back,' even
after you've powered down the system and inserted a
completely different disk.)

Multi-scrap lets you set up multiple scrapbooks.
Transfer lets you switch applications quickly without
returning to the desktop. DAflle is a small file program.
FatMouse turns the cursor into a small magnifying glass
which also gives you the pixel location of the cursor at
any point. Extras 1.5 allows you to delete and rename

files from within an application as well as showing you the
amount of available space and free memory on the disk.

If you wish to backup your copy protected software
without paying more bucks to the software company, check
out Super Copy 1.1. This is a shareware program which
means the author requests a fee if you intend to use it.
Instructions are on the disk as to how to get in touch with
the author. Another shareware program on this disk is a
fantastic program called Painter's Helper #1 which
greatly simplifies the process of making whole page
MacPaint drawings. No documentation is available but you
should be able to figure it out.

Pack it takes one or more Macintosh files (either
applications or documents) and packs them together into a
single file. It will also unpack them. The packed file can
then be transferred to another computer using any of the
existing binary file transfer programs (XModem, Kermit,
etc.).

The latest version of the Resource Editor (.7) is
also on this disk. This program allows you redesign icons,
cursors, patterns, and fonts. The program still has some
bugs so first backup the disk you wish to edit.
REdit,version 1.0, is similar in some ways to the resource
editor.

Want more? Well, just for good measure, we've tossed
in Iedlt 1.0, an Icon editor from the University of
Michigan. Quick Print lets you easily print text files.
Quick Directory is a nifty little program which allows
you to quickly see what files are on a particular disk. For
instructions on these programs, see their GET INFO boxes.

You say you STILL want more? Ok..... a 6 &10 point
Monaco font is on the disk as well. But that's it since

. th~re is no more space on the disk. By the way, as usual
thiS MacDOM does not contain a system folder so you'll
have to boot up from another disk.

A personal note to retiring MacDOM editor Steven
Baker. It was fun helping you with MacDoms and other
things. Best of luck in hot,humid, sticky Florida. May
MacForce be with you.

tr
8New ... System

Bugs!
Can Apple be less Than

Perfect?
by Tom Edwards

There have been several mentions of the "New System"

that Apple recently released for the Mac. I've experienced
som~ trouble (!! It BOMBS!) with the new FonUDesk
Mover on my 128K machine. The symptom is I cannot
move 18pt fonts with the New Mover and the Old Mover
does not recognize the new fonts.

In reading through a fresh newsletter from the
Stanford Macintosh User Group, I read just a
~entence about troubles for 128K owners getting aced out
In fav?r of 512K machines with this latest System release.
If you ve had some problems too, give me a call. I'll try to
search out some answers and see if there are some ways
around this.

Do you s'pose that someone is trying to tell us to
upgrade? (You can do it real cheap now, Tom - Ed.) r,..
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August
DOMs

(Continued)

Math Invaders
(Personal Domain)

Math Invaders by Alan Needham is a keyboard or
paddle game similar to Type Attack' except that it involves
addition of numbers. Choose sound on/off, difficulty,
number of games (sets), etc. The <ESC> key starts the
game. When you begin, you will be confronted with
several numbered alien ships. At the side of the screen will
be the math problem to solve. When you have added the
numbers in your head, use the arrow keys to position your
space ship below the alien with th~ correct answer. Space
bar shoots the alien/digits and they disappear, while the
remaining ones slowly descend upon your position!

As received, the Addition section is included. To
receive the Divide,Subtract, & Multiply portions, you must
send Alanhis.Jeeo{$lO-- r~member, this is Personal
Domain. So. if you like .the program and continue to use.it,
send the author the requ.ested fee.

lAC #46 B.l.U.
(DOS format)

B.L.U. stands for BINARY LINKING UTILITY
which was written by Ken Lind. Its purpose is to facilitate
the linking of Ampersand (&) routines, which are written in
binary or machine language, to Applesoft BASIC programs.
Two methods of using binary files are included: the two
methods are termed Ampersand Library and Routine Library.
The. Ampersand Library mode works just fine, the Routine
sectiOn has a few problems. (Routine Lib works for
relocating the code, but won't 'link' routines together.) So,
use the Ampersand Library mode!

In essence, this disk eases the pain involved when you
would like to use more than one '&' routine in your
program. Whenever Applesoft encounters an '&' it jumps
to the machine language program that the '&' points to. If
you have 2 or more you'd like to use, you've got a
problem. Enter BLU. This allows you to link together
several & routines into a 'library' which. you create. Follow
the example in the INSTRUCTIONS file on disk for a
full explanation. However, when they tell you to BLOAD
your library, BRUN it instead!

Thanks to Richard Peterson, the lAC disk is
complemented with several demos which actually work (see
those with the RHP suffix). See also the COMMENTS file
for a brief explanation of each demo.

SIG

Announcements (Continued)

ART CONTEST for Artistic Mouse Maneuverers!
For those with access to a Mac, and a touch of Dali or
Rembrandt in their hand, Mac-Fest is sponsoring an art
contest with a l28K Mac as first prize. See the Mac
Fest ad for full details. (Submissions due September 16.)

****************************** You can HELP.
********************* Mini'app'les peoplepower
will be needed to staff the booth. If you can donate some
time to assist, please call and volunteer your services to
Tom Edwards (544-3200{O}, 927-6790{H}) or Steve George
(935-5775).

by Dan Buchler
A report by Tom Edwards on the June MacSIG meeting

entitled MacSIG dances to JAZZ is detailed
elsewhere in this newsletter. We are continuing our twice
a-month differently flavored monthly meetings of the
MacSIG. The alternate meeting, is now being chaired by
Steve Bibus (374-1612), and is targeted "for the rest of us".
The name of this subgroup is the MacSIG NTU (Non
Technical Users~) See calendar for dates and topics. Next
month's main MacSIG meeting topic will be MacMusic
by Chuck Boody. Chuck is well known nationally as a
contributor to the art and science of computers and music.
He will talk and demonstrate the pros and cons of some
Mac Music programs.
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IN - TIME
812-429-8330

PREMI l.t1 Q~LITY

8 1/2 X 11 REGISTER B~D

COMPARE

SHOP US LAST

201 Disaperf 2500/$19.99
201 White Classic Laid 1000/$23.99
201 Graphic Bond 1000/$17.99
20l.Gr@enbar 1/28 2550/$21.99
151 Grefnbar 1/2 8 3500/$24.99
2-Part Blank Carbonlfss 850/$21.99
4-Part Blank Carbonlfss 850/$47.99

QUANTITY & TERM DISCOUNTS

CONTINUOUS STOCK

COMPUTER PAPER
OVER 100 VARIETIES

ON SALE
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MacSIG:ntu Pigs
Out on Games

Yup! Thereismore to the Mac than
MacWrite and MacPaint!

by Torn Edwards

T he June 17th meeting of the MacSIG:ntu featured

GAMES!
Steve Bibus called things to order at the stroke of

7:00 PM. A hush fell over the crowd of 40 or so, gathered
in the meeting room of the Southdale Hennepin County
Library. Feet impatiently shuffled on the floor, as Steve
recited the mandatory reminder about membership and asked
for Q/A's.

Only one foolhardy soul dared to delay the evening's
orgy of sin with a question about MS:Chart. Needing to
move data from MS:Multlplan, he asked "How?" "Use
the 'link' function," he w8stold. As armed guards moved
menacingly closer, all thought of trying to find out more
vanished.

Games vvere tile order for the day, and games it
would be! Steve went to the Mac and loaded MacDOM #10,
the Mini'app'les recent release that is stuffed with the real
thing.

There were demos of Megaroids, Asteroids, and
Bonzai! All designed to weaken the will of the serious
MacUser. Steve proved that the steady hand needed to run
up big scores does indeed take a while to hone to a
fighting edge. It was evident Steve has not devoted enough
time to be a title contender.

Curtis Juliber was asked to describe the realm <if PUblic
Domain software, actually a catch-all term that now covers
several types of low-cost or no-cost software. Some of the
varieties are:

Un-copyrighted works released into the public domain
for the pleasure and utility of any user that wants a
copy.
Copyrighted software that is noted by the author for
free personal use. A copyright notice is to accompany
any copy of the program and sale of the program is
prohibited.
"Freeware" or "personal software" copyrighted by the
author. This comes with an "honored-use" clause;
copies are encouraged, but if you use the program you
are asked to send a small fee to the author, who often
provides updates or documentation for those that
register their use with him. You can't sell it, of
course. If you don't use it, erase it.

Many public domain programs for the Mac are high
quality, useful programs, where a small fee will get you
most of the features of commercial programs, often selling
for prices many times higher. Some of the games that are
available are very polished, occasionally limited-feature
variations of programs that reach the commercial market in
more elaborate form. Sources for these programs are
bulletin boards, friends, on-line databases and of course
some of our own MacDOM's.

Other games demo'ed at the meeting included:
AIRBORNE: Shoot 'em up arcade action with full
sound effects of guns, explosions and motorized
vehicles.
MacCHALLENGER: Use your piloting skills to bring
the Shuttle down from orbit and grease it in on a desert
landing strip. Gopher' stew is served if you miss the
mark.
FEATHERS in SPACE: A real turkey shoot.
GAT0: Command the WW II submarine assigned to
patrol the South Pacific, seeking out enemy craft and
sinking them. You will need to brush up on Morse
Code, if you expect to get new orders or intercept radio
traffic.
MILLIONAIRE: Parlay your bankroll by playing the
stock market. Based on realistic market perfortJ.1ance.
SLOTS: Your Mac can look like most any of the coin
or card games that you find in Vegas. Catch gambler's
fever without sacrificing your wallet to the mob.
SARGON HI: A board-game extraordinaire. Play chess
against a ruthless opponent... MacBoris. Muff a move
and you go down.in history... defeated again!

See? All work and no play does make Mac a dullard.

rr

arketing

Specializing in quality APPLE & IBM
software & hardware...

Free metro-area delivery...

24-Hour Support...

A Division of Arts & Faroes Video

StillwaterI Minnesota

612-430-1629
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ORDERING DaMs orMSDs
These ads are provided free to

members for non-commercial use,
and are limited to 10 lines.
Commercial ads will be charged at
20 centslword for members or 40
centslword for non-members.
Contact the Advertising
coordinator.

DEADLINE for ads is the
second Friday of the month
preceding the month of
publication. Ads will be repeated
on request only.
Also, please notify editor if item is
sold. Unless otherwise noted, all
items are For Sale

Software unoppened:
BPI payroll, NP,NR(ea) - $195.
BPI Business Analyst - $125
VisiCalc lIe - $50
Barely used: High Technology
Client Billin~ -$195
VisiCalc Real Estate Templates 
$25
VisiCorpVislDex - $50
VisiCorp DeskTop Plan - $20.
Visiyorp yCA Data Mgmt Syst 
$20
Call ·482-Q546

Autodlal/autoanswer mo
dems with software; $134.95.
Software Plus. 560-4077

Quartet for the Mac; retail $199.
3 leaft at $95 each.
Software Plus 560-4077

Beagle Graphics, $30.
D!i2:zle Draw, $30.
Mockingboard C with Music
Construction Set, $130.
Leave message.
Dave 871-1710

BPI software. Apple][+ &lIe,
never U!led, with full
documentation. INVENTORY
CONTROL: Capacity 1000 items,
10 depts., 500 customers, 200
vendors. JOB COSTING:
Capacity up to 200 jobs & 2000
work codes, 200 vendors.
Reasonably priced.
Bob (evenings) 633-7945

494

A reminder that Disks Of the
Months (DOMs) and Mini'app'les
Software Disks (MSDs) are
available by mail: DOMs at $6.00
each; MSDs at $17.50 each.
MacDOMs at $9.00 each.

Send your order to:
MINI'APP'LES DOM's
PO Box 796
Hopkins
MN., 55343

........Attention DOM Sales Most
DOM's and all the MSDs are
available at club meetin~s

Because of the volume of disks
distributed, they are not tested.
Club members are asked to make
every effort to get theDOM or
MSD running. For example,
occasionally the DOS on the disk
will be bad, but it will catalogQK
and one can run the programs.
Master Create on your System
master disk will fix-up the DOS.
Of course, if YOUh,WIUi disk with
bad pro~rams,we will cheerfullY
replace ill

Continuing Service for
Mini'app'les Members

by Chuck Thiesfeld
Members can order DOMs (not

Mini'app'les Software or
MacDOMs) usinQ their own
diskettes. Here is the procedure:

Make up a package containing
the followin~:
1. Blank diskette (or diskettes if more
than one is desired).
2. Mailer. Diskettes will be returned in
same protective device used to send
the diskettes, proviqed such will fit in
the mailer.
3. Send correct postage in stamps -
do not send money In 'lieu of stamps.
4. Self-addressed return label.
5. $1.00 copying, fee per DOM or disk.
6. A note indicating which DOMs are
desired.
Send to:

C. Thiesfeld
8416 Xerxes Avenue S.
BloomingtOn, MN 55431

Please allow 60 days for delivery in
USA. In-com lete packages will not
be retur Ms 1 thru 29, except
18, EA and 8 Pascal disks are
currently able. Mini'app'les
Software di (MSD) are not· .
availablel General questions about
DOMs should bll addressed to Steve
George.

106th st.

Map of
Meeting
Place

106th St.
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EPSON LX-80 Printer with near letter quality mode.
All EPSON Printers come with a full one year warranty.

We will not be
undersold on Epson Printers.

Epson LX-80 $249
FX-80 + $359
FX-100 + $479
JX-80 $489
LQ-1500 $899

Prices reflect cash discount.
Sale prices sUbject to quantities on hand.

Quantities are limited. Expires 7/31/85.

EMS#1 SS/SD ONLY $11 99
/box with coupon

Additional boxes $1299/box

EMS#5 DS/DD ONLY $1999
/box with coupon

Regularly $32oo/box

IsELEPHANTI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Unla led Diskettes as low as.. .. Ask r details..

CITY DESK COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
164 North Blake Road, Hopkins, MN 55343 (612) 933-1771

Hours: M-F 9:30 AM-8:00 PM Sat. 9:30 AM-5:00 PM Sun. Closed (During Summer)

Fast, low cost delivery available on all products.
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BUSINESS

HARDWARE

:I. :·,;·::·<l1 4 ....·:l. ..··,:;::l(~:1
E,iill C)" Eli 11
0908 - 114TH Ave North
Lhamplin MN 55316-2806

yu

ENTERTAINMENT

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
GATO SPECTRUM
SARGON III
SUSPENDED
TRIVIA SAVANT
SUMMER GAMES II

GPLE-BEAGLE
FONTRIX-DATA TRANSF
MEGAWORKS-MEGAHAUS

APPLE CAT II
AMDEX MONITOR 300
64K RAM BOARD (80
128KRAMBOARD

1409 FAIRFIELD RD. S. - NEAR RIDGEDA
OPEN SAT 12 to 6 PM I SUN 12 to 5 I.'M

Mini'app'les
Box 796
Hopkins
MN 55343
Address
Correction
Requested
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